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INTRODUCTION 
A resource is a provider from which profit can be 
produced. The different sorts of resources may 
incorporate like consumable resource and non-
consumable. From the viewpoint of individual, a 
characteristic resource is the source acquired from 
the nature to fulfill different human needs (Miller 
and Spoolsman, 2011). The idea of resource has 
been connected in various fields, incorporating as 
for software engineering (Morley, 2010), financial 
aspects (Connell, et al., 2011; Mankiw, 2008; 
Samuelson and Nordhaus, 2004), science and nature 
(Ricklefs, 2005) administration, and HR (Samuelson 
and Nordhaus, 2004). Different variables of human 
culture require distribution of resource through 
appropriate administration. Resource administration 
is an efficient and powerful path for resource usage 
(Project Management Institute (PMI), 2004; Project 
Management Institute (PMI), 2008). Resources have 
three essential elements: restricted stock, utility, and 
have a tendency to corrupt. The fitness estimation 
of the resource is defined as the measure of utility 
of the resource. It speaks to the measure of yield 
or fulfillment the resource can deliver. The fitness 

estimation of those resources may get expanded, 
diminished or may remain fixed with time contingent 
upon their inclination. The resources whose fitness 
esteem gets diminished with time are just thought to 
be here and they are defined as perishable resources. 
The cases of such kind of resources are stocks like 
chemicals, products of the soil, drugs, platelets 
which are perishable in nature (Wang and Li, 2012; 
Ahumada and Vilalobos, 2011). In the event that the 
perishable nature is consistently relative to time, then 
it is being defined as uniform perishable resources. 
The idea of perishable resources emerges when in an 
industry or association the resources have a limited 
capacity to focus life. Some of these resources can 
be put away for significantly longer time yet breaks 
down in the end. They start to fall apart until in the 
long run they get to be unfit for use. This crumbling 
is known as rot and prompts to resource waste. 
These steady changes that cause crumbling and rot 
in resources are because of specific life forms and 
chemicals introduce in the resources and outside the 
resources. Specific cases of such sorts of resources 
are perishables sustenances, for example, fish, 
meat, drain, bread and vegetables. Most normal 
sustenance resources have a constrained life. The 
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fitness esteem is defined as the measure of utility that 
the resource produces and it is spoken to in genuine 
positive qualities. Wellness esteem is utilized just for 
correlation reason among every one of the resources 
of same kind. The resource which produces greatest 
utility among resources of same kind is defined as 
best resource, also, the resource which has least 
fitness esteem is defined as the most exceedingly 
terrible resource and all other's fitness values lie in 
the middle of them. A portion of the resources may 
have the same fitness values. As specified over the 
resources are perishable in nature, so their utility 
likewise begins to diminish over the long haul. 
Consequently, their fitness esteem diminishes. The 
rate at which it declines is defined as rot rate. The 
base utility fitness esteem can be meant as zero. 
On the off chance that any resource's utility fitness 
esteem achieves zero, then it can't fall facilitate. The 
resource which is gotten first will have full utility 
fitness esteem. Something else, the fitness estimation 
of these resources can diminish consistently or non-
consistently relying upon time. In any case, here for 
straightforwardness the uniform rot rate is viewed 
as it were. 

The following thing is to enhance the utility fitness 
estimations of the resources, so that the greatest 
profit or pick up can be come to. One route is to get 
the most exceedingly bad one among every one of 
the resources of same kind, so that its utility fitness 
esteem won't fall advance. 

By then unique assets would be snatched one by 
one in rising solicitation. The best asset would be 
gotten toward the end. Another methodology is 
the pivot ask for i.e. to get first the best asset, then 
interchange assets in dropping solicitation. One can 
moreover get the assets indiscriminately. To give an 
instance of this situation, one can consider of as a 
pack of common items, where the individual needs 
to eat only a solitary immediately. In the pack of 
characteristic items all may look in an unforeseen 
way. Some may have developed specifically, some 
may not. Thusly, dependent upon their condition 
the one which can stay longer or the best among 
them is given most noteworthy fitness regard and 
the one whose condition is horrendous or the most 
discernibly dreadful among them is given the base 
fitness regard. The fitness advantages of lingering 
regular items lie amidst them. In a matter of 
seconds, the question rises—which one to eat first? 
When in doubt, people do pick first the one which 
is especially in terrible condition as it may not last 
more lastly the best one. On the other hand one 
may pick first the best among them and even under 

the minimum positive conditions one. The logical 
showing of these strategies gives a sensible picture 
in the accompanying section.

MATHEMATICAL MODELING

Let fv1, fv2,.........., fvr  be the fitness values of n resources 
r1, r2,.........rn of one kind. Assume that they have been 
sorted in descending order such that fvi ≥ fvj, ∀i, 
j∈N, xi≥xj. As the resources are perishable in nature, 
their fitness qualities are probably going to diminish 
consistently. Let the fitness values diminish at the rot 
rate of p% per unit of time. For our benefit the unit 
of time might be considered as 1 day. In this way, 
for every day the utility fitness esteem diminishes 
with rot rate of p% of the aggregate esteem at first 
present for every asset (Linear rot). In the event that 
an asset x is picked on mth day, then the fitness value 
fvi decreases m times of p% of ri. Rather than p%, a 
consistent measure of p can likewise be considered 
to diminish for every day in some specific issues. 
These issues are free of starting fitness values and are 
defined as two ways one is linear decay and another 
is exponential decay (y=a*(1-0.5)^x).

Two techniques forward and in backward are 
defined here, where the forward moves from best 
(fv1) to most noticeably awful (fvn) where as in 
reverse moves from most exceedingly bad (fvn) to 
best (fv1). In forward strategy fv1 is grabbed first, 
so it will get full fitness value. Similarly in reverse 
technique fvn is gotten first, so in reverse strategy 
will get finish fitness values. 

On the off chance that any fvi is gotten on nth 
stride, then its fitness qualities will diminish (n-1) 
times of their aggregate fitness esteem show at first 
(Mohapatra and Santanu, 2016).

1 2 2( * %) ..................... ( * ( 1) %)n nfv fv fv p fv fv n p+ − + + − −

%))1(*(.....................%)*( 1111 pnfvfvpfvfvfv nnn −−++−+ −−

Example

A man buys one dozen of Apples from market to 
expend it more than 12 days (one each every day). 
Consider three cases, where in first case greatest 
Apples are in great condition, in second case most 
extreme are in normal condition and in third case 
greatest are in awful condition. In light of their 
appearance and condition, they might be given 
fitness values in the middle of zero to hundred as 
takes after. 

Case 1: 98, 95, 90, 90, 87, 85, 81, 79, 75, 70, 65, 60. 

Case 2: 95, 90, 75, 75, 65, 65, 45, 40, 35, 30, 25, 15. 

Case 3: 60, 55, 50, 45, 40, 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10, 05. 
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Because of perishable nature, let these qualities 
diminish 5% every day. At that point we need to find 
the request in which the individual needs to expend 
the Apples for every situation so that greatest benefit 
can be picked up and check whether the speculation 
is satisfied for every situation or not. 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Allow the Apples to be eaten up using both forward 
and in invert systems. Case 1 Maximum Apples are 
in extraordinary condition. The contrasting utility 
fitness of each banana is given in utility fitness.

From the utility fitness Table 1, it is found that the 
normal of forward strategy is 9.1, while the normal 
of in reverse technique is 1.6 (Fig. 1-3). 

Table 1. With exponential decay

With Exponential Decay
Forward Backward

60 0.0293
27.5 0.05371
12.5 0.09766
5.625 0.1758
2.5 0.3125

1.094 0.5469
0.4688 0.9375
0.1953 1.563
0.07813 2.5
0.0293 3.75

0.009766 5
0.002441 5
Average Average

9.167 1.664

Fig. 1 Comparison of forward and backward method with 
exponential decay.

From the Tables 2 and 3, it is found that the normal 
of forward strategy is 60.72083, though the normal of 
in reverse technique is 56.9666.

Case 1 Maximum apples are in normal condition. 
The comparing utility fitness of every apple is given 
in utility fitness 

Case 2 Maximum apples are in terrible condition and 

the relating utility fitness of every banana is given in 
utility fitness.

Fig. 2 Comparison of forward and backward method with 
linear decay.

Fig. 3 Average fitness value for different cases.

Table 2. With linear decay of 5% a day

With Linear Decay of 5% a day
Forward Backward

98 44.1
90.25 47.5

81 49.5
76.5 54
69.6 56.55
63.75 59.5
56.7 60.75
51.35 63.2

45 63.75
38.5 63
32.5 61.75
27 60

Average Average
60.85 56.97

Table 3. Forward average and average back-ward

Variables Average forward Average Back ward
Case-1 60.85 56.97
Case-2 9.167 1.664
Case-3 15.81 10.79
Case-4 43 35
Case-5 14 3
Case-6 26 20
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From the tables and results, one can without much of 
a stretch reason that—forward strategy is constantly 
superior to in reverse technique. 

CONCLUSION 

The proposed work is particularly suitable just to 
uniform perishable resources and it has significant 
hugeness to some mechanical issues where we 
have to keep supply of perishable resources like 
vegetables, fish, chemicals etc. A comparative 
work may be relevant to non-uniform perishable 
resources in addition. The principle drawback of the 
proposed work is that if the amount of advantages 
is broad, then a couple of benefits' utility valuable 
qualities may vanish before the count accomplishes 
the benefit. It has been watched that the forward 
procedure is continually better than or identical to 
the backward system.
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